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ABSTRACT

Introduction and objectives: In Spain, various SCORE tables are available to estimate cardiovascular risk:
tables for low-risk countries, tables calibrated for the Spanish population, and tables that include highdensity lipoprotein values. The aim of this study is to assess the impact of using one or another SCORE
table in clinical practice.
Methods: In a cross-sectional study carried out in two primary health care centers, individuals aged 40 to
65 years in whom blood pressure and total cholesterol levels were recorded between March 2010 and
March 2012 were selected. Patients with diabetes or a history of cardiovascular disease were excluded.
Cardiovascular risk was calculated using SCORE for low-risk countries, SCORE with high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol, and the calibrated SCORE.
Results: Cardiovascular risk was estimated in 3716 patients. The percentage of patients at high or very
high risk was 1.24% with SCORE with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, 4.73% with the low-risk
SCORE, and 15.44% with the calibrated SCORE (P<.01). Treatment with lipid-lowering drugs would be
recommended in 10.23% of patients using the calibrated SCORE, 3.12% of patients using the low-risk
SCORE, and 0.67% of patients using SCORE with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol.
Conclusions: The calibrated SCORE table classiﬁes a larger number of patients at high or very high risk
than the SCORE for low-risk countries or the SCORE with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. Therefore,
its use would imply treating more patients with lipid-lowering medication. Validation studies are
needed to assess the most appropriate SCORE table for use in our setting.
ß 2013 Sociedad Española de Cardiologı́a. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.

Impacto de la utilización de las diferentes tablas SCORE en el cálculo del riesgo
cardiovascular
RESUMEN

Palabras clave:
Riesgo cardiovascular
SCORE
Edad vascular

Introducción y objetivos: En España disponemos de tablas SCORE para el cálculo del riesgo cardiovascular
en paı́ses de bajo riesgo, tablas calibradas para la población española, y unas tablas que permiten incluir
el colesterol unido a lipoproteı́nas de alta densidad. Este estudio pretende evaluar el impacto de la
utilización de una u otra tabla de riesgo en la práctica clı́nica.
Métodos: Estudio transversal realizado en dos centros de salud. Se seleccionó a sujetos de entre 40 y
65 años de edad que contaran con un registro de presión arterial y colesterol total entre marzo de 2010
y marzo de 2012. Se excluyó a los sujetos con antecedente de diabetes mellitus o enfermedad
cardiovascular. Se calculó el riesgo utilizando las tablas SCORE para paı́ses de bajo riesgo, tablas SCORE
con colesterol unido a lipoproteı́nas de alta densidad y tablas SCORE calibrado.
Resultados: Se calculó el riesgo cardiovascular a 3.716 pacientes. Los pacientes de alto o muy alto riesgo
fueron el 1,24% con SCORE con colesterol unido a lipoproteı́nas de alta densidad, el 4,73% con SCORE para
paı́ses de bajo riesgo y el 15,44% con SCORE calibrado (p < 0,01). Utilizando el SCORE calibrado,
deberı́amos tratar con hipolipemiantes al 10,23% de los pacientes; con el SCORE para paı́ses de bajo
riesgo, al 3,12%, y con el SCORE con colesterol unido a lipoproteı́nas de alta densidad, al 0,67%.
Conclusiones: La tabla SCORE calibrado identiﬁca a más pacientes de alto riesgo que las del SCORE de bajo
riesgo y el SCORE con colesterol unido a lipoproteı́nas de alta densidad, por lo que su utilización
implicarı́a tratar a más pacientes con estatinas. Son necesarios estudios de validación del SCORE para
valorar la tabla más adecuada en nuestro medio.
ß 2013 Sociedad Española de Cardiologı́a. Publicado por Elsevier España, S.L. Todos los derechos reservados.
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Abbreviations
HDL-C: high-density lipoproteins cholesterol
LDL-C: low-density lipoproteins cholesterol
SBP: systolic blood pressure
TC: total colesterol
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HDL-C was useful in women in high-risk countries and in
individuals with very high or very low HDL-C levels.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the impact on
cardiovascular risk calculation using the calibrated Spanish tables
and the new SCORE tables incorporating high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (SCORE-HDL) with respect to the SCORE tables for lowrisk countries.
A secondary aim was to analyze the vascular age of the study
population overall and by sex, and to assess the impact of risk
factors on vascular age.

INTRODUCTION
METHODS
Cardiovascular risk establishes the likelihood of experiencing a
cardiovascular event within a speciﬁc time period, generally 5 or
10 years. The term cardiovascular event refers to ischemic heart
disease, cerebrovascular disease, and peripheral artery disease.
Cardiovascular risk estimation is of considerable clinical interest
because it enables more effective assessment of the need to start
lipid-lowering treatment or antihypertensive therapy in patients
who have not had a cardiovascular event; that is, for primary
prevention.
The method classically used (and still in use) to calculate
cardiovascular risk involves the estimations provided by the
Framingham study.1,2 This is, without a doubt, the population
study with the longest follow-up time and providing the most
information on cardiovascular risk factors and their predictive role
in coronary events. In Spain, the Framingham equations have
undergone several calibrations, such as REGICOR,3 which was
carried out with population data from Catalonia, and RICORNA,4
using population data from Navarre. In addition, the REGICOR
tables have been validated with data from various health centers
throughout Spain.5
Based on European cohort studies, SCORE project6 project was
developed, from which tables were derived for high-risk and lowrisk countries (among the latter, Spain) and tables were designed
including total cholesterol (TC) and the ratio of TC to high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C). The SCORE tables estimate the risk
of cardiovascular death; that is, the 10-year probability of
experiencing fatal coronary and noncoronary cardiovascular
disease. The tables are easy to use and include very few
parameters: age, sex, systolic blood pressure (SBP), TC, HDL-C,
and smoking status. They do not include other variables, such as
whether the patient is under treatment with antihypertensive
medication or lipid-lowering drugs. A patient with a 10-year
cardiovascular risk estimation of 5% or more is considered at high
risk. Later on, the SCORE risk table calibrated for Spain was
reported, which uses the mean risk factor levels by sex and 5-year
age groups, and the speciﬁc cardiovascular mortality rates in Spain.
The SCORE model calibrated for Spain was observed to produce
risks that are 13% higher than the low-risk SCORE function.7 The
European guidelines on cardiovascular disease prevention (version
2012)8 and the 2008 CEIPC Spanish adaptation9,10 recommend the
SCORE table for risk calculation (in low-risk countries) using the TC
value or the TC/HDL-C ratio. One important innovation in these
new guidelines is inclusion of the concept of vascular age, which is
closely related to cardiovascular risk, as a new tool to motivate
patients to change their lifestyle. Recently, new SCORE tables have
appeared, which enable risk calculation by direct use of the HDL-C
value on the web site of the European Cardiology Society.11
One study by the SCORE project investigators analyzed the
improvement in risk estimation that occurred when HDL-C was
included as an isolated parameter, separate from the TC/HDL-C
ratio.12 In the discriminant analysis, only a modest improvement
was observed, according to the receiver operating characteristic
curves. In the reclassiﬁcation analysis, however, it was found that

This is a cross-sectional study using information from
the databases of two primary care centers in the metropolitan
area of Barcelona (Spain), which have a catchment population of
75 000 inhabitants. The two centers both use the same type of
electronic medical record. We selected all men and women
between 40 and 65 years of age for whom the results of at least one
SBP and one TC study had been recorded between 1 March 2010
and 31 March 2012. We excluded subjects with a history of
diabetes mellitus, acute myocardial infarction, ischemic heart
disease, stroke, or peripheral artery disease.
For each subject, cardiovascular disease risk was estimated
using the SCORE tables for low-risk countries, SCORE-HDL tables,
and SCORE tables calibrated for the Spanish population. The classic
risk function was calculated applying the original formula6 and
using the STATA program (version 9.2). The formulas used to
calculate the adjusted risk for HDL-C and calibrated risk for the
Spanish population have not been reported; hence, this was done
manually using the HeartScoreW program from the European
Society of Cardiology,11 consulted during the months of April and
May, 2012. In the risk calculation, former smokers (nonsmokers of
more than 1 year) and those for whom this information was
missing were considered nonsmokers. The current HDL-C level had
not been recorded in 26.4% of patients. Using the ICE multiple
imputation procedure from the STATA program, 3 data sets were
obtained with HDL-C values imputed from the information on age,
sex, SBP, TC, smoking, and history of hypertension (HT) and
hypercholesterolemia. The results of these data sets were
combined following Rubin’s rules. Analyses were carried out
separately and in combination.13,14
Based on the risk estimates obtained with the 3 tables, we
calculated the percentage of patients who met the therapeutic
goals and were receiving lipid-lowering therapy. Following the
recommendations of the European guidelines on cardiovascular
disease prevention (version 2012),8 the therapeutic goals for
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) in patients with
high and very high risk according to SCORE are as follows: for 5%
to 9% risk, the recommended LDL-C level is lower than 100 mg/
dL, and for greater than or equal to 10% risk, the recommended
level is lower than 70 mg/dL. When LDL-C level was not
available (30.9% of patients), TC levels were used, with the
following therapeutic goals: lower than 175 mg/dL for risk levels
of 5% to 9% and lower than 150 mg/dL for risk levels of greater
than or equal to 10%.
Vascular age was calculated with the tables designed by Cuende
et al.,15 using the SCORE table to estimate the associated risk at
each age in nonsmoking individuals with a pre-established SBP
value of 120 mmHg and a TC value of 190 mg/dL (ie, ‘‘healthy
individuals’’). To estimate the vascular age of a patient, his or her
cardiovascular risk is ﬁrst calculated according to age, sex,
presence of risk factors, and the SBP and TC values. The result
obtained is then matched with the ‘‘healthy individual’’ with the
closest cardiovascular risk within certain intervals (see tables
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developed by Cuende et al. Once the ‘‘healthy individual’’ is
identiﬁed, the patient’s vascular age corresponds to the age of the
‘‘healthy individual’’ with whom he or she has been matched.
In the comparison of the study variables between men and
women, the Student t test for independent data was used for
continuous variables and the chi-square test for categorical
variables. The mean calculated risk values obtained with the
different SCORE tables were compared using analysis of variance for
repeated measures, whereas the percentages of high-risk patients
were compared using symmetry and marginal homogeneity testing.
Multiple linear regression analysis was applied as a predictive
model of vascular age, which was used as the dependent variable,
and the variables for calculating cardiovascular risk were considered
independent (smoking, SBP, TC). Two different models were
developed, one for men and another for women.
In all cases, the bilateral value for statistical signiﬁcance was set
at P.05. All analyses were performed using STATA, version 9.2.
RESULTS
At the time of writing, 24 948 individuals aged 40 to 65 years
were assigned to the 2 participating health centers (53.74%
women) and 68.60% had come to the center for some reason at
least once during the 2 years before the start of the study period.
The mean age of the patients seen was 52.08 (7.59) years, and
55.78% were women. Furthermore, 97.65% (n=16 712) of these

patients had no history of cardiovascular disease, and 95.45% (n=15
952) of that subgroup did not have known diabetes.
Calculation of cardiovascular risk was possible in only 24.77% of
the candidate patients because in the previous 2 years, blood
pressure had not been measured in 2572 patients, TC had not been
analyzed in 1295 patients, and neither of these parameters had
been recorded for 8133 patients.
Cardiovascular risk also could not be estimated in patients who
had values outside the limits speciﬁed in the HeartScoreW program
of the European Society of Cardiology; that is, SBP values lower
than 100 or greater than 180 mmHg (163 patients), or TC values
lower than 105 or greater than 305 mg/dL (63 patients), or both
these criteria (3 patients).
In 981 patients, HDL-C values were not available, and
imputations were calculated according to the procedure described
above. Ultimately, 3716 patients were candidates for the study,
and their cardiovascular risk was estimated using the SCORE for
low-risk countries, the calibrated SCORE, and the SCORE-HDL
(Fig. 1). The general characteristics of the patients evaluated are
described in Table 1. The comparison between mean results for the
different SCORE tables is shown in Table 2. Signiﬁcant differences
were found: the calibrated SCORE showed the highest values and
SCORE-HDL the lowest.
Risk estimation according to the different SCORE tables is
shown in Figure 2. In general, most patients were categorized as
not being at high risk, although there were differences according to

Patients of 40-65 years,
24 948 (100%)

Seen in the last
2 years,
17 114 (68.60%)

No history,
16 712 (97.65%)

No known diabetes
mellitus,
15 952 (95.45%)

Record of current
SBP and TC,
3952 (24.77%)

Values within
the range*,
3716 (94.03%)

Not seen in the last
2 years,
7834 (31.40%)

With a history,
402 (2.35%)

Known diabetes
mellitus,
760 (4.55%)

No record of current
SBP and TC,
12 000 (75.23%)

Values outside
the range*,
236 (5.97%)

Figure 1. Flow chart of the study. SBP, systolic blood pressure; TC, total cholesterol. *Systolic blood pressure of 100-180 mmHg and Total cholesterol of 105-305 mg/dL.
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Table 1
General Characteristics of the Patients Evaluated
Men (n=1596)

Women (n=2120)

Total (n=3716)

P

Age, years

53.387.19

54.707.04

54.137.13

<.001

With any risk factor

918 (57.52)

1172 (55.28)

2090 (56.24)

.174

Smoking
Smokers

452 (28.32)

456 (21.51)

908 (24.43)

Non-smokers

439 (27.51)

768 (36.23)

1.207 (32.48)

Ex-smokers

216 (13.53)

213 (10.05)

429 (11.52)

Not recorded

<.001

489 (30.64)

683 (32.22)

1.172 (31.54)

HT

387 (24.25)

448 (21.13)

835 (22.47)

Hypercholesterolemia

519 (32.52)

755 (35.61)

1.274 (34.28)

.049

SBP, mmHg

127.1112.55

122.2112.40

124.3112.70

<.001

DBP, mmHg

78.798.95

76.409.46

77.439.32

<.001

Total cholesterol, mg/dL

214.2335.67

223.2335.48

219.3635.84

<.001

HDL-C, mg/dL

52.3311.88a

64.9415.58b

59.5015.42c

<.001

HDL-C,d* mg/dL

51.9610.41

64.3412.95

59.0213.41

<.001

.024

DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HT, hypertension; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
Values are expressed as no. (%) or meanstandard deviation
a
n=1180.
b
n=1555.
c
n=2735.
d
Missing values replaced by combined imputed values.

Table 2
Comparison of Mean Values Obtained Using the SCORE for Low-Risk Countries,
SCORE Calibrated for Spain, and SCORE With High-density Lipoprotein
Cholesterol
SCORE, mean (standard deviation)

P

HDL-C*

Low-risk countries

Calibrated

Men

1.52 (1.23)

2.14 (1.85)

3.83 (3.43)

<.001

Women

0.44 (0.70)

0.93 (0.88)

1.74 (1.30)

<.001

Total

0.90 (1.10)

1.45 (1.51)

2.64 (2.66)

<.001

HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
*
HDL-C with missing values imputed as described in ‘‘Methods’’.

the calculation method used (98.57% with SCORE-HDL, 95.27%
with the SCORE for low-risk countries, and 84.55% with the
calibrated SCORE). The distribution of patients into the various risk
levels was signiﬁcantly different depending on the method used
90

84.55

Cardiovascular risk, %

80
67.36

70

(P<.001), such that the largest number of patients were classiﬁed
as at high or very high risk using the calibrated SCORE, followed by
the low-risk SCORE and SCORE-HDL.
Figures 3–5 show the percentages of patients at high or very
high risk according to the 3 scales, those who reached or did not
reach the LDL-C therapeutic goals, and among the latter, how many
were receiving statins treatment. Between 80% and 90% (depending on the table used) did not reach the LDL-C therapeutic goal, and
in this group, between 75% and 80% were not receiving lipidlowering medication. Theoretically, 3.12% of the patients studied
(n=116) should be treated using the low-risk SCORE, 10.23% of
patients (n=380) using the calibrated SCORE, and 0.67% of patients
(n=25) using the SCORE-HDL.
The vascular age of the total population and the vascular age by
sex are shown in Table 3. In general, vascular age was 4 years older
than the chronological age (5 years in men and 3 years in women).
The results of the separate multiple linear regression models for
men and women are shown in Table 4. Smoking was the strongest
predictor of vascular age: elimination of smoking while maintaining the status of the remaining variables would reduce the
vascular age by 7 years in men and 5 years in women.

57.19

60

DISCUSSION

50
41.58
40
27.91

30
20

12.43
10
1.16
0

SCORE-HDL

4.41
0.08

a

0.32

SCOREb

3.01
0.00
Calibrated SCORE

SCORE tables
<1%

(1%-5%)

(5%-10%)

>10%

Figure 2. Cardiovascular risk categories according to the various SCORE tables:
SCORE for low-risk countries, SCORE calibrated for Spain, and SCORE with
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. SCORE-HDL: SCORE with high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol.
a
With missing values imputed as described.
b
Calculated by SCORE without rounding off decimals to nearest whole number.

Over the last decade, cardiovascular risk estimation has become
a cornerstone of clinical practice guidelines for cardiovascular
disease prevention in the comprehensive management of cardiovascular risk factors in clinical practice.16,17
The choice of risk table to use for this purpose has been the
subject of research and debate. According to a survey recently
conducted in various health administrations in Spain,18 SCORE is
the recommended table in 9 autonomous communities, followed
by REGICOR in 3 communities, and the classic Framingham score in
another 3 (2 autonomous communities did not respond).
In a study carried out in the primary care setting,19 SCORE was
compared with REGICOR and moderate agreement was observed
between the two methods: 7.9% of the population was classiﬁed at
high risk with REGICOR and 9.2% with SCORE. In our study, the
percentage of patients at high or very high risk according to
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SCORE*

5%-10%
n=164 (4.41%;
95%CI, 3.77%-5.12%)

≥10%
n=12 (0.32%;
95%CI, 0.17%-0.56%)

Met cholesterol goal
n=14 (8.54%;
95%CI, 4.75%-13.91%)
Did not meet cholesterol goal
n=150 (91.46%;
95%CI, 86.09%-95.25%)

No statins
n=12 (74.67%;
95%CI, 66.93%-81.15%)

Met cholesterol goal
n=0
(95%CI, 0-26.46%)
Did not meet cholesterol goal
n=12 (100%;
95%CI, 73.54%-100%)

No statins
n=4 (33.33%;
95%CI, 9.92%-65.11%)

Calibrated SCORE

Figure 3. Patients at high or very high risk classiﬁed by the SCORE for low-risk countries, according to whether or not they reach the therapeutic goals for cholesterol
and whether or not they are receiving lipid-lowering drugs. 95%CI, 95% conﬁdence interval. *Calculated by SCORE without rounding off decimals to nearest whole
number.

5%-10%
n=462 (12.43%;
95%CI, 11.39%-13.54%)

≥10%
n=112 (3.01%;
95%CI, 2.49%-3.61%)

Met cholesterol goal
n=49 (10.61%;
95%CI, 7.95%-13.78%)
Did not meet cholesterol goal
n=413 (89.39%;
95%CI, 86.22%-92.05%)

No statins
n=312 (75.54%;
95%CI, 71.10%-79.61%)

Met cholesterol goal
n=2
(1.79%; 95%CI, 0.22%-6.30%)
Did not meet cholesterol goal
n=110 (98.21%;
95%CI, 93.70%-99.78%)

No statins
n=68 (61.82%;
95%CI, 52.06%-70.92%)

Figure 4. Patients at high or very high risk classiﬁed by the calibrated SCORE according to whether or not they reach the therapeutic goals for cholesterol and
whether or not they are receiving lipid-lowering drugs. 95%CI, 95% conﬁdence interval.

SCORE-HDL*

5%-10%
n=43
(1.16%; 95%CI, 0.84%-1.56%)

≥10%
n=3 (0.08%;
95%CI, 0.01%-0.2%)

Met cholesterol goal
n=2 (4.6%;
95%CI, 0.57%-15.81%)
Did not meet cholesterol goal
n=41 (95.4%;
95%CI, 84.19%-99.43%)

No statins
n=22 (53.7%;
95%CI, 37.42%-69.34%)

Met cholesterol goal
n=0 (0%;
95%CI, 0%-70.76%)
Did not meet cholesterol goal
n=3 (100%;
95%CI, 29.24%-100%)

No statins
n=3 (100%;
95%CI, 29.24%-100%)

Figure 5. Patients at high or very high risk classiﬁed by the SCORE with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol according to whether or not they reach the therapeutic
goals for cholesterol and whether or not they are receiving lipid-lowering drugs. 95%CI, 95% conﬁdence interval; SCORE-HDL: SCORE with high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol. *Missing high-density lipoprotein values were imputed using the techniques described in ‘‘Methods’’.
Table 3
Comparison Between Vascular Age and Chronological Age (Years), by Sex
Men (n=1596)

Women (n=2120)

Total (n=3716)

P

Age

53.38 (7.19)

54.70 (7.04)

54.13 (7.13)

<.001

Vascular age

58.69 (9.41)

57.79 (8.37)

58.18 (8.84)

Difference

–5.32 (4.80)

–3.10 (3.22)

–4.05 (4.13)

.0021
<.001
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Table 4
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis to Evaluate Determinants of Vascular Age
in Men and Women
Coefﬁcient (95%CI)
Men
Age

0.906 (0.886-0.925)

SBP

0.467 (0.375-0.560)

TC

0.125 (0.085-0.164)

Smoking

6.908 (6.567-7.251)

Women
Age

0.915 (0.902-0.928)

SBP

0.449 (0.392-0.506)

TC

0.061 (0.036-0.086)

Smoking

4.876 (4.653-5.100)

95%CI, 95% conﬁdence interval; SBP, systolic blood pressure; TC, total cholesterol.
The changes refer to every 10 mg/dL of total cholesterol and every 10 mmHg of
systolic blood pressure.

the SCORE for low-risk countries was substantially lower (4.73%),
likely due to the lower prevalence of smoking, HT, and
hypercholesterolemia in our population. In a study evaluating
agreement between the SCORE and Framingham tables,20 SCORE
classiﬁed 5.5% of patients at high risk, whereas Framingham
identiﬁed 8%. Of note, use of SCORE would exclude a relevant
percentage of high-risk patients (according to Framingham) from
lipid-lowering therapy. The percentage of patients at high or very
high risk in that study was similar to the value in ours.
The SCORE tables have been calibrated in 7 European countries,
including Spain, which theoretically would make them the most
highly recommendable tables for use in these countries. However,
no studies to date have focussed on comparing the outcome of
applying the calibrated tables. Our results show that the use of one
table or another would imply a widely varying prescription of
lipid-lowering treatment, from 25 patients when the SCORE-HDL is
used to 380 patients when the calibrated SCORE is applied. These
differences are mainly due to the fact that the percentage of
patients at high and very high risk differs depending on which
table is used: 1.24% with SCORE-HDL, 4.73% with SCORE for lowrisk countries, and 15.44% with the calibrated SCORE.
Regardless of the table used, it is striking that 80% to 90% of the
high- or very high-risk patients identiﬁed did not reach the
therapeutic goals set by the European guidelines. In a primary care
study involving 9 countries (including Spain),21 in which attainment of LDL-C goals was assessed for primary and secondary
prevention, 73% of all patients achieved the goals set by the
guidelines, and Spain was precisely the country showing the
lowest percentage (47.4%). In the DYSIS, another international
study, 2273 high-risk patients participated from Spain, and 61.4%
did not have LDL-C levels within the therapeutic objectives.22
Another study performed in the primary care setting and involving
1223 patients with cardiovascular disease23 reported that 60.1%
had poorly controlled LDL-C levels, and that one of the
determinants of this poor control was not receiving lipid-lowering
treatment. It is very likely that LDL-C control in primary and
secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease is inﬂuenced as
much by treating or not with statins as by therapeutic inertia.
One of the innovations of the European guidelines on
cardiovascular disease prevention in clinical practice (version
2012)8 is that it introduces the concept of vascular age, which can
be calculated individually in a visual manner using risk tables or by
the HeartScoreW program of the European Society of Cardiology.
For the present study we performed automated calculations using
the tables designed by Cuende et al.,15 and found that the overall
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population had a higher vascular age than chronological age, and it
was higher in men than in women. This is because the prevalence
of risk factors was high, and 56% of the population had at least one
risk factor (Table 1).
In analyzing the predictors of vascular age, smoking had the
greatest inﬂuence in both men and women.
Limitations
One of the limitations of this study is related to selection of
the population, of which around 75% of all candidate patients had
to be excluded for missing information on SBP or TC values in
the previous two years. There are several possible explanations.
These parameters may not have been recorded even though
patients were seen at the center during this period; the data may
have been recorded inappropriately for data collection, or the
information was not recorded because patients had not come to
the center during the two-year period. Comparison of the
demographic and clinical data of the excluded and included
population (data not presented) showed a slightly higher
percentage of men (46% vs 43%) and signiﬁcantly lower mean
age (50 years vs 54 years) in the excluded patients. Thus, this was a
younger population that generally uses primary case centers less
often. As to the risk factors, the excluded population had a lower
prevalence of HT (6% vs 22%) and hypercholesterolemia (7% vs 34%).
Therefore, this was clearly a healthier population of patients who
came less often to their health center and/or required fewer SBP and
TC studies. Another limitation of the study is that it was performed in
the population attended in health centers, and we cannot know
whether the results observed can be extrapolated to the general
population. The variables SBP and TC were collected retrospectively
and the quality of the determinations cannot be assured, although
the physicians used them to make their clinical decisions.
Another possible limitation could be related to underrectording
of smoking (32% in our study) and that these patients were
assumed to be nonsmokers in the cardiovascular risk calculations.
We believe, however, that our approach was reasonable and that it
did not affect the results. In primary care visits, patients are
routinely questioned about whether they smoke, and physicians
mainly record a smoking habit, and nonsmoking is not recorded as
often. In any case, assuming the worst-case scenario that all
patients without data on smoking were actually smokers (a highly
improbable situation), the general risk according to the SCORE
tables for low-risk countries would increase from 1.45 to 1.80 (a
difference of 0.35 points), which is still quite low.
CONCLUSIONS
The calibrated SCORE table for Spain identiﬁes a larger number
of patients as being at high cardiovascular risk than the SCOREHDL or SCORE for low-risk countries, which would imply a greater
number of patients treated with statins. Validation studies of these
tables are needed to determine which of them is the most suitable
for use in clinical practice in our setting. Smoking is the risk factor
with the greatest impact on vascular age.
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